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Abstract 
We obtain some new spectral norm and trace norm estimates for the decay of the 
operator exponential by means of the solution of the underlying Ljapunov equa- 
tion. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
The aim of this note is to give some new estimates for the exponential func- 
tion 
V(t) = eAf, t > 0, (1) 
where A is a square matrix or, more generally, the generator of a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup in a Hilbert space. Such estimates are of importance in the 
control of linear systems. Recently in [l] the estimate 
Tr eA*’ eA’ < nllX/l I/X-’ lie& (2) 
was derived. where n < m is the space dimension ’ and 
x 
X = eA*‘eA’ & .I 
-0 
is the unique solution 
(3) 
to the Ljapunov equation 
’ E-mail: kresimir.veselic@fernuni-hagen.de. 
’ Here and in the following I/ 11 denotes the spectral norm or, equivalently the Hilbert space 
operator norm. 
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A’X +x4 = -I, (4) 
under the condition that A be asymptotically stable (this is equivalent to say 
that all eigenvalues of A have negative real parts). Note that Eq. (2) is an im- 
mediate consequence of the norm estimate 
IleA*’ eA’ 11 < /]Xll IlAP’ 11 eh (5) 
obtained in [2]. This estimate holds in the infinite dimensional space as well 
U31). 3
In this note we will also be bounding Tr eA*’ &I, our main improvements 
with respect to Eq. (2) will be 
(a) to get rid of the dimension factor n 
(b) to get rid of the factor I]X-‘II 
The fact that the factor [IX-’ II can be dispensed with as was established in [3] 
for norm estimates. This factor is much more nefarious when we work with 
traces: if X is trace class then it cannot have bounded inverse, unless the space 
is finite dimensional. Our results, contained in the following two theorems, are 
formulated in terms of form inequalities, which also allow a new operator 
norm estimate improving the one from [3]. 
Theorem 1. Let V(t) be any strongly continuous semigroup such that the strong 
integral 
LXI 
X = .I V(t)* v(t) dt 
0 
(6) 
represents an everywhere defined - and therefbre bounded self-adjoint - operator. 
If X has a bounded inverse then 
V(t)*V(t) < J/X-‘IIX e-h, (7) 
where ” < ” denotes the usual quadratic form ordering of self-adjoint operators. 
In particular, if Z is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, 
t 
Tr Z*V(t)* V(t)Z < 11X-’ I( Tr Z’XZ e IIXII. (8) 
Note that in a finite dimensional space we may set Z = I thus obtaining 
Tr V(t)* V(r) < /IX-’ IlTr X e-h (9) 
which improves Eq. (2). 
3 Throughout this paper we will assume certain acquaintance with [3]. 
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Theorem 2. Let V and X be as above and let 
uh = ,z’i,” V(z)112. 
, , 
Then for any h > 0 and t > h 
4 V(t)* V(t) < %X e- 
with 
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of the theorem above we have 
If, in addition, X is trace class, then 
Tr V(t)*V(t) < %TrX 1 + r’ ( &)2e-fi*‘. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Note that by rh > 1 our exponent factor ph is generally less sharp than that 
in Eq. (8). In the limit case h --+ 0 it approaches the infimum value l/(vOllXll) 
with ug = limh,o vh > 1. If the semigroup V(t) is contractive, then ah = 1 and 
the limit exponent is again l/llXll. As in [3] one can easily show that the expo- 
nent VIIXII ( a b ound for the type of the semigroup) cannot be improved in gene- 
ral, in fact, it is attained on any normal semigroup. On the other hand, the 
estimate (13) is an improvement over the corresponding estimate in [3], Theo- 
rem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1. According to [3], proof of Theorem 2, we have 
V(t)*_W(t) <X e-h 
from which Eqs. (7) and (8) immediately follow. 0 
(15) 
Proof of Theorem 2. The boundedness of X implies the same for 
Y/, = TTinT;, Th = V(h) 
n=O 
as well as the inequality (cf. [3], formula (24)) 
(16) 
oh 
I<Yh<r+--x. 
h (17) 
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From Eqs. (6) and (16) it immediately follows 
h 
X = 
s 
V(Z)*Y~V(T) dz. 
Also, according to [3], formula (19) 
(18) 
(19) 
For any t > h we can write 
t = nh + 5, n integer, 0 < z < h. 
Hence 
V(t)*V(t) = T,‘“?‘(z)*V(z)T,” < v,,T;“T; < v;V(nh - z’)*V(nh - 7’) 
for any z’ between 0 and 1. Hence for t > h 
c h * 
4 V(t)* V(t) < h 
s 
V(nh - T’)*V(nh - 7’) dr’ 
0 
h 
4 = h V(,‘)*T;“-IT,“-‘V(+T’< 
s 
0 
h 
X 
.I 
$9 
( ) 
n-l 
V(z’)*Y,V(?‘)dz’ = h 1 - ~ 
ii:,,, x' 
0 
where we have used Eqs. (18) and (19). By Eq. (17) we have 
(l+Ji<(l- l +;,,J’ = (1 +&)‘h+r’h+h’h 
_ ,&(t+h) < e&M+2h). 
Altogether we obtain Eq. (11). 0 
Theorem 2 has an immediate consequence: $1 is trace class then V(t)* V(t) 
is also trace class for all t > 0. 
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